FLU FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW: THE THREAT TO YOUR FAMILY IS REAL

The CDC estimates that during the 2017-2018 flu season alone:

An estimated **48,000 CHILDREN WERE HOSPITALIZED** with flu-related complications*

*Out of nearly 1 million total hospitalizations.

**187 CHILDREN DIED FROM THE FLU**

On average, that's about **21 CHILDREN EVERY MONTH**

And about **5 CHILDREN EACH WEEK**

Of the 187 total pediatric deaths, **50% OF THE CHILDREN WHO DIED from the flu WERE OTHERWISE HEALTHY**

And approximately **59% OF THE CHILDREN WHO DIED from the flu were 5 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER**

Let's discuss the best way to help protect your child from the flu.
There is **0% CHANCE OF GETTING THE FLU** from the flu vaccine

Hundreds of millions of Americans have **RECEIVED FLU VACCINES OVER THE PAST 50 YEARS**

The flu vaccine has a **PROVEN TRACK RECORD**, when used according to the prescribing information, for over 50 years

**It’s not too late** to get vaccinated. **FLU SEASON PEAKS INTO FEBRUARY** and can even last into May

A flu vaccination is the best way to help protect from the flu.